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CORPUSLINGUISTICS AND ARABIC
The corpus linguistics can be characterized as a computeraided analysis of large amounts of texts stored in a machine readable form, which provides empirical data on the
language that can be used for further interpretation. The
number of corpora (text and speech) and lexical databases
available is constantly increasing, as well as the number of
institutions that are active in this field. It is of course natural that corpus linguistics is going to witness a fast growth
in the near future. That is why it is certainly going to affect
the Arabic studies. In this article, we would like to have
a look at the possibilities, problems and perspectives of
corpus linguistics and Arabic. At the current stage, most of
the remarks will be connected with the construction of a
corpus.
The fast developments in this field have been so far
limited mostly to European languages,where the number of
co{pora available and those under construction is considerably high. Nowadays, almost every European language
has got its own corpus or has such a corpus under preparation. Projectslike the Bank of English [], British National
Corpus l2l, and many others show the direction in which
the corpus linguistics goes today, i.e. first of all quantitative
growth, offering researchersmore reliable statistical data.
The corpora that are available today can be divided into
several fypes, according to the text type, annotation type
and according to their use.
The corporaaccordingto text type are:
l) Balancedcorpora that consist of different genresof
size proportional to the distribution of a certain text type
within the language in question. An example of an attempt
to consfuct a balanced co{pus is the Brown Corpus.
2) Pyramidal corpora range from very large samplesof
-widevaria few representativegenÍes to small samplesof a
ety ofgenres.
3) Opportunistic corpora: their method of the texts ac"take what you can get".
quisition can be characterizedby
This makes their construction easier.but. on the other hand,
for the reliability ofthe results.It is
can have consequences
believed that a huge size of such a colpus avoids the problems with the representativenessof the sample. Sometimes,
"monitoring corpora".
they are also called
Corpora divided according to annotation type are:
1) Raw, i.e. that text is only tokenized and cleaned[3],
no additionaltagging is done.

2) PoS tagged: Raw text is annotated with syntactic
category at word level (part-of-speechtagging).
3) Treebanks: PoS tagged text is annotated with skeletal syntactic structure. Typically a parse grammar is defined. Corpora are automatically parsed. Parsetrees are selected and if necessarycorrected by human amotators.
Word strings for which no parse tree is found by the grammar are either omitted or manually annotated.
4) Linguistically interpreted corpora: this type of corpora aims at deliberate annotation of various kinds of linguistic information. In a sensethe heebanks can be considered a subtype to the linguistically interpreted corpora.
The third criterion that can be used for the corpora
classification is their use, where we get the corpora used for
training, mostly statistical models for natural language
processingand speechprocessing;co{pora used for testing,
i.e. for evaluation of statistical models after training.
Besides,there are also corpora used for speechrecognition or speech generation. Such a type of corpora is of
minor importance for Modern StandardArabic as a primarily written language. The corpora of speech in Arabic wili
be rather limited to the dialects, as is the case with the
CALLHOME corpusof Egyptian Arabic speech[4].
The developmentsof corpus linguistics in connection
with Arabic are not that many at present. There are some
corpora that are used for research,but most of them are
only in a raw form, i.e. they are not tagged for the morphological, syntactical or other type of linguistic information. According to my knowledge, the only corpus so far
which has been announcedto be fully tagged for both morphological and syntactical information is currently not
availablefor research[5].
On the other hand, it seemsthat there is time for a start
in the Arabic corpus linguistics. There are possibilitiesof
obtaining large amounts of Arabic texts in electronic form.
There are several Arabic newspapersthat offer their data on
CDs (al-Haydl, London, etc.) or on the Internet (al-Raya,
Qatar; al-Ll'atan, Qatar, etc.), and several other products
where Arabic texts can be obtained. Besides, the Arabic
OCR has reachedan acceptablestandardfor cleanly printed
fonts [6]. This means
texts in modem, computer-generated
that the primary condition necessaryfor a computer-aided
analysis of Arabic texts is fulfilled.
For analysisof such a type of data, there is currentll,
no specialized linguistic program available, but there rs
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a number of linguistic software available that can be used
for analysis.The basic requirementsfor a program to be
used for analysisof Arabic texts are in faci limited to the
use of the whole set of upper ASCII, and preferably a pos_
sibility of defining one's own sorting order
[7], but there
might be a problem, especially with the Dos_based pro_
grams, in viewing the results. This may lead to using the
software for the analysis, but for intemretation of thé re_
sults,a software capableof viewing eràbic texts has to be
used. This may not be the most comfortable way of work
but it meetsthe secondnecessarycondition for a computer_
aidedanalysisofa language.
The Semitic languages like Arabic present for a com_
puter aided analysisof texts a special challenge.The diffi_
cuities lie in severalpoints which to a considerabledesree
influence the type of an ideal corpus of Arabic. Tf,ese
problems are mainly in the special character of the
graphemic representation,which is limited mostly to con_
sonants and long vowels. The vocalization signs for short
vowels, gemination,caseendings,etc,, are used only occa_
sionally. This considerably restricts the information in the
text and increasesthe ambiguity of such a type of a text.
Another problem is morphotactic,i.e. that certain types of
synsemanticwords can be added to an autosemanticword
in its traditional defrnition, and these form in its graphemic
representationa single string without explicitly marked
morphologicalboundaries.
It is relatively difficult to determine an exact proportion
between the graphemesof a vocalized and non-vocalized
text, since the ideal cases,i.e. the texts completely free of
vocalizationsigns,are relatively rare. Almost every text has
at the most ambiguousplacesat leastsome indication of the
rvay the text shouldbe read, especiallyindicationsofa pas_
sive reading or gemination. On the other hand, it can bé ar_
gued what a fully vocalized text is. In the so-called substandard norïn we witness frequent omission of the case
endings and elision of the indefinite article. This fact leads
to unclearfrontiers on both sides.Nevertheless,when con_
fronting completely non-vocalized text with the fully vo_
calizedone we get the proportion of I : 1.584,i.e. thsnon_
vocalized text contains about 63%oof the information com_
prisedin the fully vocalizedtext [8].
Such an increasedambiguity has its consequenceson
rvhat type of information should be tagged. Fàr dealing
rvith the vocalization,there are severalways of solving thii
problem.First, it is possibleto fuily or partially vocalizethe
text, which would bring the processingof Arabic close to
the naturallanguageprocessingofother types oflanguages,
but, on the other hand, would take the analysis awi Aom
rvhat is a basic characteristicsof Arabic gràphemic-repre_
sentation[9]. Secondly, it is possible to addà fully voial_
ized form ofthe token as a tag. It is as laboriousas the first
solution,and the two solutionsare quite close to eachother.
On the other hand, the solution with only tagging the
grammatical information together with a root information
rvould be sufficient for a construction of a vocalized form.
Regarding the type of the Arabic morphology, this am_
biguity is even more deepened.The concept oilt is based
on the so-called consonantalroot, which forms the semantic
base,and an actual word is derived from it by addition of
the vocalic pattern and affixes. For example, the root drs
(.,ll;q) is connected with the concept of study and vocalized forms like darasa "to sfudy", durisa ,,to be studied",
darsun "lesson, lecture", madrasatun ,,school" are exam_
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ples of the actualization of this root. The first three words
are moreover in the non-vocalized text representedby the
string.drs (c*-,.1). The root is also used in Europeaí dic_
tionaries of Arabic as the sorting criterion and the real
words are ordered under this morphologico_semanticab_
straction. In the real text, these consonanis are usually sur_
rounded (and in some caseseven divided, in case of in_
fixes) by other graphemes.The root consonantscan be
further changedby assimilationor in case of the so_called
weak radicals even elided. This further impedesthe identi_
fication of the root and its look-up in thè dictionary and
demands a thorough knowledge of the Arabic derivation
system.
According to recent estimations[10], there are about
5,000 roots used in the current Arabic teits, and about 400
derivational patterns, most of them are further ambiguous.
-use
On the other hand, there is no root that would make
of
all the derivationalpossibilities.Every root combinesonly
with a_smallergroup of thesepatterns,in averagel7_1g.
Almost every form based on the root is further am_
biquous. Only very little number of patterns are fully un_
ambiguous and most of the forms have more possibilities of
vocalization.The number of thesepossibilitiËsusually var_
ies from 2 to 5, but, in extremecases,it can reach a consid_
erably high numbers.For example,the sequenceyd ( r_:_J
can be interpretedas belongingto severalróots:
- root 'dd (.t,:c) "to count',: verb forms:
indicative,
_
subjunctive, apocopate;
"to
- root yd (t*)
return',: verb forms: apocopate,
apocopateof the 4th verbal stem:
root w'd (,scj "to promise": verb forms: indicative,
, .suDJunctlve,
apocopate.
Altogether, this sequencehas 8 possible vocalizations,
and this number can be doubled by the use of the passive
-has
form (i.e. 16 possibilities).Even more possibilities
the
sequence t'd (.vt), where thanks to the fact that Arabic
does not formally distinguish in the imperfect verb forms
between the 2nd person masculine singular and the 3rd per_
son feminine singular, the number of the possibilities wóuld
then be again doubled,i.e. 32 possibleforms altogether.
Regarding to the problems mentioned above we as_
sume that the root information is also one of the essential
types of information to be contained in a corpus of Arabic.
It would certainly be very useful to get some tools that
would be able of a (successful)root análysis,but the fulfil_
ment of such a requirement is not met today.
As it has been pointed above,there ará also synseman_
.
tic words, like particles, prepositions and pronouni, that are
prefixed or suffixed to the autosemanticwords, based on
the root. This means that the concept of a word as one
string is seriously changed in the Arabic script. A string can
not only form a word, but can consist of sèveralmoroho_
logical units, like prepositions, the actual word. and suf_
fixed personalor possessivepronouns.
The words that can be prefixed to the word are first of
all: the definite article, prepositions (bi-, li_, wa_, etc.),
various types of particles (fa-, la-, sa-, etc.). As it was the
case above, also here we have a possibility of ambiguity.
Sometimes the question whether the first lêtter belonss io
the word or is a prefix to the word can have several folu_
tions, as there is a number of biliteral roots in Arabic that
can be identical with the rest of the roots with initial ó for
example[11].
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The suffixed words are limited to personal pronouns
only, that can be suffixed both to nouns and verbs. The ambiguity here is not as big as in the preceding case,but still is
present, especially in the singular form of the pronouns.
The roots beginning with ó and ending with à are four in
Hans Wehr's dictionary [12], and three of them can be ambiguous,i.e. interpretedas both having à as the final radical
or having á suffixed as a pronoun.
Such a situation shows that it would be very useful to
have some kind of morphological information available so
that these difficulties can be overcome. One possibility is
mentioned in Beesley 1996 [13], and it is an automatic
morphological analyzer, that should be able to provide the
information on the morphological boundaries of the strings
and the root. Another possibility, which can be used in cor-
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pus linguistics, is to tag the corpus also for morphological
information in such a way that it can be used when neces-

sary.
Let us now have a look at basic quantitativedata. The
figures given here are deductedfrom a corpus of 100,000
words, from a newspapernews, and most of them are only
in a raw form, without more sophisticated analysis, and
thus are to be taken only for orientation.
The text corpus consisting of 100,000 words contains only 21,059 tokens [4], and of them, 12,165 occur only once, i.e. 57.7%oof the whole corpus consists of isolated tokens. The frequencies befween 2 and
10 form another 35.4%oof the tokens,i.e. altogether93"1oÀ
of the tokens. These data are summarized in the foilowing table:
TableI

The distributionof tokensfrequencylower than 10
Frequency

Number

%

Frequency

Number

%

12,t65

57.7

6

445

2.1

z

3,179

15.I

7

300

1.4

3

|,471

7

8

238

1.1

A

873

4.1

9

r88

0.9

5

632

l0

163

0.7

J

We have tried to count the number of verbs in the
tokensappearingmore than 10 times, i.e. of 1,558tokens. The whole number of verbs appearing in this
set is 196[15], but this number containsalso various
of verbs, there are, for example,9 forms
representations

of the verb ;6, 8 forms of the verb ;6, etc., which
means that the actual number of various verbs will
be considerably lower. The following table shows the
l0 most coÍnmon verbs tosether with their various manifestations:
Table 2

The l0 mostfrequentverbs
Nos,

Verb
,l|J

2.

e6

Manifestations

Frequency
588

Jl-!r(2e2),Jt-i(r r6), cJli (53),-lrÀJ (37),&À-(36), JtrÊrr(27),,-b!r(r5),
rJb (12)

378

c,j6 (141),&JSr(51), c-63 (47), dré- (38), J! (30), 13,;6(2a), drrs+. (20),
èS (16),i\rStu (1l)

3.
^
5.
6.

7.
8.

JSI
I s l
Jl4l

tr
l(3

155

JSlr (55), JSI(51), c,.rSl1ta;, $3"- 1tz;,$;p (12), oÁ13 (11)

146

.nr (l 6), J#.t6 (12), JÊ itrJ (1 I )
JLIIJ (75), erjLil3 (32), Jl

t44

É (68),Ê- (41),9- (zZ),'',+" (t:)

133

(521,crl'! (29),tti (27),e$,- (25)

"!"1

108

J^c,(55),,Jt"d(23),Ja- (19),ÈJ.c (11)

J+J

94

"r"J (46),è--+l (25), ,*rls (23)

9.

10.

f$:

J\

-il,-bl

69

( /J)

-iLblJ (58),c,stblJ (11)
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The table clearly shows that it is only the most common words that appear in a 100,000 words text with frequency big enough to draw some conclusions on their behaviour [16]. It is to be expectedthat less common verbs
will need much bigger corpus to provide enough data on
their use in the language.
These types of diffrculties more or less determine the
shapeof a corpus of Arabic. It is obvious that for more sophisticatedanalysis,the corpus should be tagged, and the
minimum requirements for the tags types are: (i) tagging
morphological boundaries; (ii) part-of-speech tags; and
(iii) providing the root information. The size of the corpus
has to be relatively big, as showed the analysis of some
characteristicsof a 100,000 words text, which obviously
provided enough information only on the most common
words. The example of the Brown corpus of English
(l million words) shows that even such a size is not big
enough for a proper analysis of a language, and in case of
Arabic as a flectional language it is clear that the frequencies of especially verbs would be much less, It is quite
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probablethat, e.g., for a lexical studies,even a corpus consisting of 10 million words might not be big enough.
This lead us to the decision to start work on a corpus of
Arabic [17], aimed at modern standardArabic, especially
from the last 30 years. The projected size of the corpus is
now 30 million words, and we assumethat this size might
be big enough even for lexical studies.The basic characteristics of the corpus would be: a balanced corpus with
tags for morphological boundaries, part-of-speech, and
root.
As the corpus is projected as a balancedone, we will
try to cover as many varietiesof Arabic as possible,i.e. we
will gather texts from all major regions of Arabic, i.e. the
Arabic Maghreb, Mashreq, and the Gulf area. It will cover
both texts from periodicals (newspapers,magazines)and
books, and will try to find a balance between various languagestyles.
Below, there is one of possible shapesof the corpus,
certainly not free of problems and points that have to be
further discussed.
Tfile 3

Number
of thetoken

Token

0001

oSs

0002

,lal:-ll

Morphological
boundaries

,lil'.-Jl

PoStag[18]

Root

VPBe

àé

NNP

. Àli

Prep

0003
0004

4{Jl

..e+-Jl
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as,3

0005

15JÀ)l

c5JÀl-Jl

NAs

J:e

0006

èJ3J!_

,', qi rar
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s!JÉ

0007

i-L.

LL;

NNS

cJ=

0008

clSal

,lJ"Í-Jl

NNP

0009

iA"l-Il

i^"1*-Jl

NNP

Jr

Prep

r^-b-.,

NNsP

\l

0 0 1I

rrb.r
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Notes
1. A constantlygrowing commercialproject of a monitoring corpus of English. Available at the University of Birmingham A numof
ber words in the corpusannouncedin summer 1996was 320 million.
2. A project directedby the Oxford University Press,a balanced100 million words corpus.
3. I.e. only the control charactersare eliminated,only headlinesand paragraphsare possibly malked.
4. The CALLHOME Egyptian Arabic corpus of telephone speech,available from the Linguistic Data Consortium, University of
philadelphia,consistsof 12Ounscriptedtelephoneconversationsbetweennative speakersof Egyptian Colloquial Arabic. For more details,
cf. the LDC Home page(http://www.ldc.upenn.edu)'
According to my knowl5. This corpus-hàsbeen developedby the Sakhr Company (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, (http://www.sakhr.com).
edge,
" it is availableonly internally for the company.
6. p.g., the 3rd veision of Sakhr'sAutomatic Readeroffers acceptableresults even without the necessityof training the fonts. Besides,theie are productsoffered by Caere (Arabic OmniPage)and TexPert for Macintosh. In the reviews that appearedin the electronrc
discussionlists (especiallyITISALAT), the Sakhr'sproduct seemsto be superiorto the other ones.According to my own experience,wtth
printoutsthe successrate can reachggoÁ,requiring only very little postprocessing.
quality
'
Z. itre last requirementis not really serious,since the charactersequenceon both DOS/Windows and Macintosh platforms more or
lessretainthe characterorder ofthe Arabic alphabet.
g. The completelynon-vocalizedtext in ihe extent of 1,000graphemesresultedin our analysisin 1,584 graphemesofits fully vocalized counterpart,i.e. with the representationofall the short vowels, endings,and geminatedconsonants.
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9. Thismightnot bethatseriousfor a linguist,but it is impractical
in two aspects.
First,theacquisition
of newdatawouldbe verylaborious,andsecondly,
anypracticalapplications
mightfail to analyse
realArabictexts.
"Arabic
10'KennethR. Beesley,
finite-statemorphologicalanalysisand generation".Paperread at COLING-96,Copennagen,
August1996,6pp.
11.The ambiguous
casescanbe quitenumerous,
for example,in HansWehr'sdictionary,the rootsbeginningwith ól are8 andof
them,6 canbe interpretedasconsistingof theprepositíonbi- anda biradicalroot.
I 2' HansWehr,I Dictionaryof Modern Ilritten Árabic. An enlargedandimprovedversionof HansWehr'sArabischesWoerterbuch
fiir die Schriftsprache
derGegenwart,
Englishtranslation
by J. M. Cowan(Wiesbaden
1961-1994).
13. Beesley,"Arabicfinite-state
morphological
analysisandgeneration".
14.The "token"hereis understood
as any stringbetweentwo spaces.
This certainlymeansthat thereare stringsthat containmore
thanoneword,i.e.therearestringsthatconsistofprefixes(prepositions,
particles,
etc.),word andsuffixes(suffixedpronouns),
as it has
beendescribed
hereabove.Anotherfact worth of attentionis that thesetokensdo not distinguishbetweenvarioustypesof partsof
speech,
i.e.onetokencanrepresent
bothverbsandnouns.Thishasalsobeenmentioned
hereabove.
15.This numberis anumberof variousverb formsappearing
in the set.Therearecertainlystringsthat canbe interpreted
as both
verbsor nouns,but sincetheycanbe interpreted
asboth,it canbe assumed
thatthesestÍings,at leastto someextent,represent
alsoverbs.
1ó.It is obviousthatthetypesof verbsherecorrespond
very stronglywith thetypeof thetext usedfor thecollectionof data.Mostof
theverbsaretypicalfor a politicalnewstypeof text.
17. From 1997,this projectis.supportedby the GrantAgencyof the CzechRepublic,underthe nameThesaurus
LinguaeArabicae.
18.Thetagsusedhereareonly provisional,
therearestill problemsto be discussed.
8.g.,thereis little differencebetweennamesand
adjectivesin Arabic,quite ofïen a word canserveboth asa nounor an adjective.Anotherproblemis the representation
of affixedwords,
andthereaÍemanyotherissuesthatwill needa carefulconsideration.
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